http://catalog.libraries.wright.edu/record=b2318835~S16 Listed are documentaries and feature films that provide an overview of the Holocaust. Also included are films with no rating by the MPAA. Note: films that have to do with a specific theme, location or individual and have an MPAA rating of G, PG or PG-13 are under listed under subject tabs. Unrated films should be viewed by the teacher prior to showing or recommending for class viewing to determine if appropriate for use in that classroom.

**Video Recordings**

**Almost Peaceful**  
Empire Pictures  
PN1997.2 .A56 2002 [Check Availability]  
Not Rated  
The film follows a group of mostly Jewish Parisians who attempt to restart their lives and rekindle their capacity for happiness after World War II. (French with English subtitles)  
*Run time: 94 minutes*

**Amen**  
Kino Video  
Not Rated  
A German SS Lieutenant covertly collaborates with a young Italian priest hoping to change the Vatican's policies toward Nazi Germany during WWII.  
*Run time: 130 minutes*

**Angel of Death**  
Substance  
Not Rated  
Forty years after the end of World War II, a manhunt is underway for Dr. Josef Mengele.  
*Run time: 92 minutes*

**Anti-Nazi Classics: Four Films about Nazi Germany**  
First Run Features  
D743.23.R67 2005 [Check Availability]  
Not Rated  
*Run time: 164 minutes, 84 minutes, 111 minutes, 111 minutes*

**Architecture of Doom, The**  
First Run Features  
D810.P7 G45 1991 [Check availability]  
Not Rated  
Never-before-seen footage of Hitler and his regime captures the inner workings of the Third Reich and illuminates the Nazi aesthetic in art, architecture and popular culture.  
*Run time: 119 minutes*
As Seen Through These Eyes
Menemsha Films
NX650.H57 A7 2009 Check availability
Not Rated
The story of a brave group of people who fought Hitler with the only weapons they had: charcoal, pencil stubs, shreds of paper, and memories etched in their minds.
Run time: 74 minutes

- Teacher Resource: http://www.asseenthroughtheseeyes.com

Because I Was a Painter
Cinema Guild
NX650.H57 B42 2015 Check availability
Not Rated
Following the liberation of the Nazi death camps, thousands of hidden artworks created by inmates were discovered, offering profound insights into life inside the camps.
Run time: 104 minutes

Blezec
Menemsha Films
D805.5.B45 2010 Check availability
Not Rated
A look at the Nazi death camp in Belzec, Poland, which was responsible for the murder of 600,000 Jews in less than one year.
Run time: 100 minutes

Berga: Soldiers of Another War
Guggenheim Productions Inc. and Thirteen/WNET New York and PBS Home Video
D805.5.B4 B47 2002 Check availability
Not Rated
Tells the story of 300 American soldiers captured by Germany at the Battle of the Bulge during World War II. The prisoners were kept as slave labor at camp Berga am Elster.
Run time: 90 minutes

Beyond the Barbed Wire: An Artists View of the Holocaust
Reality Films
N72.H63 B49 2010 Check availability
Not Rated
Recounts the experiences of Ben Altman, Polish Holocaust survivor, who, in later years, realized his lifelong dream of becoming a painter.
Run time: 80 minutes

Blessed is the Match
Katahdin Productions
Narrates the remarkable journey of Hannah Senesh, a young Hungarian poet and diarist, paratrooper and resistance fighter.

*Run time: 85 minutes*

- **Teacher Resource:** [https://www.facinghistory.org/sites/default/files/publications/blessed-is-the-match_0.pdf](https://www.facinghistory.org/sites/default/files/publications/blessed-is-the-match_0.pdf)
  The teacher resource discusses the life and death of Hannah Senesh.

**Bonhoeffer**
First Run Features
BX4827.B57 B56 2003 **Check availability**
Not Rated
Documentary on the life of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a young German theologian who was one of the first to openly resist Adolf Hitler.

*Run time: 90 minutes*

**Bookseller, The**
Alden Films
D804.6 B66 **Check availability**
Not Rated
Depicts an actual incident of Danish resistance to the Nazi persecution of the Jews during the World War II occupation of Denmark.

*Run time: 30 minutes*

**Book Thief, The**
20th Century Fox Home Entertainment
PN1997.2 .B66 2014 **Check availability**
Rated: PG-13
The profoundly moving story of a girl who transforms the lives of those around her in Germany during World War II.

*Run time: 131 minutes*

**Boys of Buchenwald, The**
Paperny Films
D805.5.B83 B69 2002 **Check availability**
Not Rated
Presents the story of young Jewish boys who survived the concentration camps of World War II.

*Run time: 47 minutes*

**Boys From Brazil, The**
Lions Gate Films
PN1997 .B71787 2009 **Check availability**
Rated: R
A band of Nazi leaders, escaped from postwar Germany, scheme to return to power.  
*Run time: 127 minutes*

**Cabaret**  
Warner Home Video  
PN1995.9.M86 C33 2000 [Check Availability](#)  
Rated: PG  
Sally Bowles, an American cabaret singer in 1930s Berlin, becomes involved in the rise of the Nazi party.  
*Run time: 124 minutes*

**Call to Remember, A**  
Universal Home Video  
Rated: R  
Nearly 20 years after the Holocaust, a survivor's new life in America is torn asunder when she learns that the son she thought a casualty of war is alive and anxious to see her.  
*Run time: 111 minutes*

**Camera of My Family: Four Generations in Germany, 1845-1945, The**  
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith  
TR680.C34 2011z [Check availability](#) (DVD)  
TR680.C34 1980z [Check availability](#) (VHS)  
TR680.C36 1979 [Check availability](#) (Filmstrip/Cassette)  
Not Rated  
Presents the history of one German-Jewish family, emphasizing the devastating impact of Nazi crimes.  
*Run time: 18 minutes (VHS and DVD) or 19 minutes (Filmstrip/Cassette)*

- NOTE: Contains a Teacher's Guide.  
- Teacher Resource: [http://bcove.me/zg6c2yvq](http://bcove.me/zg6c2yvq)

This links to a streaming online version of the film from ADL TV. (Requires Adobe Flash Player)

**Christabel**  
Edde Entertainment Home Video  
D743.23.C47 1995 [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
Christabel Burton Bielenberg's chronicles her marriage, just prior to the onset of WWII, to a German national and their relocation first to Berlin, then to a home in the Black Forest.  
*Run time: 148 minutes*

**Conspiracy**  
HBOFilms  
D804.3.C66 2001 [Check availability](#)  
Rated: R
Dramatization of the conference at Wannsee, organized by SS General Reinhard Heydrich, where the "final solution to the Jewish question" was to be decided.

*Run time: 96 minutes*

**Courageous Heart of Irena Sendler, The**
Hallmark Hall of Fame
PN1995.9.H53 C68 2009 [Check availability]
Not Rated
Based on the courageous true story of Nobel Peace Price nominee Irena Sendler, who is credited with saving the lives of 2,500 Jewish children during World War II.

*Run time: 95 minutes*


This links to a teacher's guide and bonus materials, both in PDF format.

**Dear Uncle Adolf : The Germans and Their Fuhrer**
First Run Features
DD247.H5 D43 2011 [Check availability]
Not Rated
Uncensored letters written by the German people to Adolf Hitler provide intimate details of the Third Reich.

*Run time: 60 minutes*

**Defying the Nazis: The Sharps' War**
Farm Pond Pictures
D804.66.S48 J68 2016 [Check Availability]
Rated: TVPG
Tells the never-before-told story of Waitstill and Martha Sharp, an American minister and his wife from Wellesley, Massachusetts, who left their children behind in the care of their parish and boldly committed to a life-threatening mission in Europe. Over two dangerous years they helped save scores of imperiled dissidents and refugees fleeing the Nazi occupation across Europe.

*Run time: 80 minutes*

**Denial**
Universal Pictures Home Entertainment
PN1997.2 .D46 2017 [Check Availability]
Rated: PG-13
When Deborah Lipstadt speaks out against Holocaust denier David Irving over his falsification of history, she discovers that the stakes are higher than ever in the battle for historical truth. Now faced with a libel lawsuit in British court, Lipstadt and her attorney have the heavy burden of proving that the Holocaust actually happened, in a riveting legal fight with stunning consequences.

*Run time: 111 minutes*

**Der Zwerg: Alexander Zemlinsky The Dwarf and Der zerbrochene Krug: Viktor Ullmann The**
Broken Jug
LA Opera
M1500.Z46 Z84 2010 Check availability
Not Rated
World premiere DVD recordings. These are the first fully-staged productions of the LA Opera’s 'Recovered Voices' project, which highlights the works of composers affected by the Holocaust.
Run time: 122 minutes

Double Crossing: The Voyage of the St. Louis, The
Ergo Media Inc.
D810.J4 D68 1992 Check availability
Not Rated
Documents the experience of refugees through archival footage and interviews with survivors of the St. Louis voyage.
Run time: 29 minutes

Dunera Boys, The
Prism Entertainment
PN1997.D8 1988 Check availability
Rated: PG
This film records the story of a group of Jewish refugees living in the UK who were arrested and sent to a POW camp in Australia aboard the Dunera, per orders of the British Government.
Run time: 150 minutes

Elusive Justice: The Search for Nazi War Criminals
Saybrook Productions
D804.G4 E4 2011 Check availability
Rated: TV-14
Narrated by Candice Bergen, this is an unprecedented examination of the six decade global hunt for 20th Century’s greatest criminals.
Run time: 120 minutes

Escape from a Nazi Death Camp:The True Story of the Sobibor Uprising
PBS
D805.P7 E83 2014 Check availability
Not Rated
The secret Nazi death camp at Sobibor was created solely for the mass extermination of Jews. But on October 14, 1943, in the biggest and most successful prison revolt of the Second World War, the inmates fought back. Using dramatic reenactments four survivors; Toivi Blatt, Philip Bialowitz, Selma Engel-Wijnberg, and former Russian POW Semjon Rozenfeld, tell firsthand accounts of the day they escaped certain death.
Run Time: 60 minutes

Everything is Illuminated
Warner Independent Pictures and Big Beach Production
PN1995.9.M45 E9479846 2006 Check availability
Rated: PG-13
A young Jewish man travels to the Ukraine to find the woman who saved his grandfather during World War II with only a local who speaks broken English to guide him.  
*Run time: 106 minutes*

**Eye of Vichy**  
First Run Features  
D810.P7 V5 2002  [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
This documentary is a compilation of long forgotten film footage and newsreels produced by the nazis and French collaborators during World War II.  
*Run time: 110 minutes*

**Eyes from the Ashes**  
Ann Weiss  
DS135.E89 E94 1991  [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
Tells about a collection of personal photographs and what they tell us about the people to whom they belonged.  
*Run time: 12 minutes*  

- **Teacher Resource:** [http://thelastalbum.org](http://thelastalbum.org)

**Facing Evil**  
Public Affairs Television  
[Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
This program offers intimate testimonies from men and women who have faced dramatic confrontations.  
*Run time: 90 minutes*

**Fate Did Not Let Me Go**  
Terra Entertainment  
D805.5.T54 F38 2003  [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
A mother wrote her son a farewell letter just days before she died in Theresienstadt concentration camp in 1942 and it mysteriously reached him in 1985 when he was seventy-nine years old.  
*Run time: 26 minutes*  

- **NOTE:** A print version is also available. Check availability  
  - **Teacher Resource:** [http://www.fatedidnotletmego.org](http://www.fatedidnotletmego.org)

Sponsored by the Ollendorff Center for Religious and Human Understanding, this website highlights both the film and book versions of the letter featuring additional information, commentary, and a teacher's guide in online and .pdf formats.
**Field of Buttercups, A**
Alden Films  
PS3558.Y33 F542 2000z [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
Depicts the dedication of Polish pediatrician Dr. Janesz Korczak to 299 Jewish children in a Warsaw Ghetto orphanage during the Holocaust.  
*Run time: 30 minutes*

**Film Unfinished, A**
Oscilloscope Laboratories  
D765.2.W3 F55 2011 [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
Documents the discovery of film footage of the Warsaw Ghetto, found after World War II, that was shot by the Nazis to use as war propaganda.  
*Run time: 90 minutes*

**Finding Family**
WKRC-TV in cooperation with the Center for Holocaust & Humanity at Hebrew Union College  
D804.196.F56 2003 [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
Traces the modern day journey of Heinzi Blumenstein as he returns to Europe, which he fled during the Holocaust, and meets the descendants of the Dijkstras, the Dutch family who sheltered him.  
*Run time: 59 minutes*

**For Tomorrow: The Story and Poetry of Hilda Stern Cohen**
Gail Rosen  
DS134.42.C64 R67 2010 [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
The story and poetry of Hilda Stern Cohen as recounted to and re-created by storyteller Gail Rosen.  
*Run time: 90 minutes*

**Four Seasons Lodge**
First Run Features/RainLake Productions  
D804.195.F68 2009 [Check Availability](#)  
Not Rated  
An aging group of Holocaust survivors gathers each summer at an idyllic hideaway in the Catskills, where they savor tightly bonded friendships, find new love and celebrate their survival in this documentary.  
*Run time: 97 minutes*

**Fuehrer Gives the Jews a City**
Seventh Art Releasing  
D805.C9 T44 2010 [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
Staged Nazi film taken of Terezin, a "model" ghetto established in 1941.  
*Run time: 24 minutes*
Fuhrer Cult and Megalomania
Kanopy Streaming
DD253.27.F84 2014 Check Availability
Not Rated
"Even the pyramids, " Hitler told his protégé, architect Albert Speer, "will be dwarfed by the stone and concrete masses I plan to erect." By early in the twentieth century Nuremberg was regarded as the most anti-Semitic city in Europe. By 1929 Hitler had decided to make Nuremberg the "City of the Party Rallies" and a symbol representing the greatness of the German Empire in medieval times.
Run time: 52 minutes

Fuhrer! Rise of a Madman
MPI Home Video
DD247.H5 F8 1985 Check availability
Not Rated
A look at Adolf Hitler as confidence trickster, tyrant, and the man who unleashed the most brutal genocide in recorded history.
Run time: 110 minutes

German Doctor, The
First Run Features
DD247.M46 G47 2013 Check availability
Rated: PG-13
Patagonia, 1960. A German doctor meets an Argentine family and follows them to a small town where the family will be starting a new life. The family welcomes the doctor into their home and entrusts their young daughter to his care, unaware that he is a notorious war criminal. At the same time, Israeli agents are desperately looking to bring "the German doctor" to justice (In Spanish w/ English subtitles).
Run time: 93 minutes

Goebbels Experiment, The
First Run Features
DD247.G6 G64 2004 Check availability
Not Rated
Explores the Nazi propaganda machine run by Goebbels before and during World War II.
Run time: 107 minutes

Goodbye, Children
Nouvelles Editions de Films and Criterion
PN1997.A85 1989 Check availability
Not Rated
Set during World War II, a French boy at a Catholic boarding school befriends a new student and discovers that the school officials are hiding him from the Nazis because he is Jewish.
Run time: 101 minutes

**Great Dictator, The**
The Criterion Collection  
PN1995.9.H514 G73 2011 Check availability  
Not Rated  
In Chaplin's first talkie, he plays the duel role of dictator Adenoid Hynkel and a Jewish barber who is a dead-ringer look-alike for der Nutsie...and who thwarts his plans for world domination.  
*Run time: 125 minutes*

**Hamsun**
First Run Features  
PN1995.9.B55 H36786 2006 Check Availability  
Not Rated  
In this epic story of love and treason, Max von Sydow gives a stellar performance as Knut Hamsun, Norway's controversial Nobel Laureate. (In Swedish, Danish & Norewgian w/ English subtitles)  
*Run time: 154 minutes*

**Harmonists, The**
Miramax Home Entertainment  
Rated R  
Harry and his group of unusual friends form a singing group to become an overnight sensation in prewar Germany. (In German w/ English subtitles)  
*Run time: 115 minutes*

**Hate on Trial: The Trial of Tom & John Metzger**
Mystic Fire Video  
KF224.M48 H38 1992 Check availability  
Not Rated  
Documentary of the trial using actual courtroom footage, interspersed with commentary on hate crime, First Amendment rights, and the role of the media by a panel of lawyers, activists, and journalists.  
*Run time: 146 minutes*

**Heil Hitler: Confessions of a Hitler Youth**
Ambrose Video Publishing  
DD247.H354 H45 1992 Check availability  
Not Rated  
A true story recalling how Alfons Heck became a high-ranking member of the Hitler Youth during World War II.  
*Run time: 30 minutes*

**Heinrich Himmler: Anatomy of a Mass Murderer**
First Run Features  
DD247.H45 H45 2010 Check Availability
This film biography of one of Hitler's early henchmen shows how -- and why -- he became a "monster of history".

*Run time: 52 minutes*

**Hidden Heroes**
Windborne Productions
DS805.N4 H544 2001 [Check availability](#)

Not Rated
Recounts the rescue of Jews in Nazi-occupied Holland as told by those who lived through the Nazi Terror.

*Run time: 50 minutes*

**Hiding and Seeking: Faith and Tolerance After the Holocaust**
First Run Features/ITVS
DS135.P63 H52 2004 [Check availability](#)

Not Rated
This award-winning documentary tells the dramatic and emotional story of a Jewish father who journeys with his two ultra-Orthodox sons back to Poland to try to find the Christian farmers who hid their family from the Nazis.

*Run time: 85 minutes*


**Hitler: A Career**
First Run Features
DD247.H5 H585 2007 [Check Availability](#)

Not Rated
Uses never-before-seen film footage from secret archives and private collections to chart the rise and fall of Hitler and his Third Reich.

*Run time: 151 minutes*

**Hitler's Madman**
Warner Home Video
PN1997 .H5849 2015 [Check Availability](#)

Not Rated
Parachuting near the occupied village of Lidice, Czech soldier Karel Vavra recruits saboteurs in the fight against the Nazis. Determined to end the resistance, Reich Protector Reinhard Heydrich murders priests, closes schools and forces the female students to "entertain" German soldiers. Incensed by the atrocities, Vavra and the partisans plot to assassinate Heydrich, an act of reprisal that will ensure Lidice's fate through the hands of Reichsführer Himmler.

*Run time: 84 minutes*

**Hitler: The Whole Story**
The Discovery Channel
A behind the scenes look at the reasons for Hitler's rise to power and the perverse charisma that led the Third Reich to a brief glory and a violent end. Includes rare original film footage and intimate photographs. Presents a new insight into Hitler and the Germany of his time.

**Run time: 50 minutes each**

**Holocaust: A Teenager's Experience, The**  
Discovery Education  
DS135.C97 B47 2010z [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated, Gr. 6 and Up  
The personal narrative and reminiscences of David Bergman, a survivor of the concentration camps.  
**Run time: 35 minutes**

- **Teacher Resource:** [http://store.discoveryeducation.com/product/show/48436](http://store.discoveryeducation.com/product/show/48436)

This is the publisher's website for the film and includes a Teacher's Guide along with other information.

**Homo Sapiens 1900: The Quest to Improve the Human Race: Eugenics, Racial Hygiene, Selective Breeding and Sterilization**  
First Run Features  
HQ751.H6 2004 [Check Availability](#)  
Not Rated  
Beginning about 1900, eugenics movements in the United States, Germany and elsewhere spawned government sanctioned research projects, with the goal of improving the human species through biological means.  
**Run time: 85 minutes**

**Hotel Terminus**  
Icarus Films  
DD247.B32 H68 2010b [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
Traces the 40-year hunt for Klaus Barbie which ended when he was brought to trial in 1987.  
**Run time: 267 minutes**

**Howling with the Angels**  
First Run Features  
D802.C952 H69 2007 [Check Availability](#)  
In this powerful documentary, director Jean Bodon uncovers the truth about his father's wartime experiences as a Nazi recruit, then as a member of the resistance movements, all while secretly a Jew.  
**Run time: 45 minutes**
Hunt for Nazi Scientists, The
Windfall Films Production
Check Availability
Not Rated
This video shows tracks the clandestine missions of front line agents and revels how close Hitler came to developing weapons that could have won him the war.
Run time: 60 minutes

I Never Saw Another Butterfly
Alden Films
N352.P72 1990z Check availability
Not Rated
Presents a fictionalized account of one of the hundred children who survived Terezin concentration camp in Czechoslovakia during 1942-44.
Run time: 30 minutes

Ida
Music Box Films
PN1997.2 .I33 2014 Check availability
Rated: PG-13
A moving and intimate drama about a young novitiate nun in 1960s Poland who, on the verge of taking her vows, discovers a dark family secret dating from the terrible years of the Nazi occupation.
Run time: 80 minutes

Il Giardino Die Finzi Contini
Cinema 5
PN1997.G373 Check availability
Not Rated
In Italy in the late thirties, the Finzi-Continis are one of the most influential families in Ferrara: rich, aristocratic, and Jewish. While emotional games take place, fascists approve laws that dramatically affect the Finzi-Continis (In Italian w/ English and Korean subtitles).
Run time: 95 minutes

Imagine This
Finefish Entertainment
M1500.I434 2010 Check availability
Not Rated
In this recording of a live performance in London's West End, Imagine This speaks to the strength of the human spirit.
Run time: 115 minutes

- Soundtrack: Check Availability

In Darkness
Sony Pictures
PN1997.2.I5 2012 Check availability
Rated: R
The true story of how a group of Jews in Nazi-occupied Poland take shelter in the large underground sewer system of the city, with the help of a few locals (In Polish, with English subtitles).
Run time: 144 min.

Incident At Vichy
Broadway Theatre Archive
PS3525.I5156 I5 2002 Check availability
Not Rated
Television adaptation of Arthur Miller's play, set in a detention room in Vichy in 1942, where a number of Jews await interrogation before being sent to concentration camps. Issues of personal responsibility are explored through the character of an Austrian prince who has been guilty of silent complicity during the German occupation of France.
Run time: 80 minutes

Inside the Third Reich
Embassy Home Entertainment
IN PROCESS Check availability
Not Rated
Dramatization of the life of Albert Speer, who was Adolf Hitler's personal architect, confidante and protegee in Nazi Germany. Based on Speer's autobiography, interviews and other source material.
Run time: 240 minutes

Interrogation in Budapest
Alden Films
CT1919.P38 I57 1978 Check availability
Not Rated
"Dramatization of the story of Hannah Szenes, based on her diary and poetry, eyewitness accounts and the recollections of her mother."--Container
Run time: 60 minutes

Jacob the Liar (1975)
Icestorm International
PT2662.E294 J33 1999 Check availability
Not Rated
Jacob the Liar is a heartbreaking yet funny film that enlivens with the sheer power of its insight.
Run time: 96 minutes

Japanese Relocation
Alden Films
D769.A6 J3 Check availability
Not Rated
Presents the U.S. government's 1943 official explanation for the removal of 110,000 persons of Japanese descent from the Pacific Coast and their relocation in Arizona, Colorado, and Wyoming.
Run time: 11 minutes

**Jewish Cardinal, The**  
File Movement  
PN1997.2 .J49 2014 [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
The amazing true story of Jean-Marie Lustiger, the son of Polish-Jewish immigrants, who maintained his Jewish identity even after converting to Catholicism, and joining the priesthood.  
*Run time: 100 minutes*

**Just Beyond this Forest**  
Polart  
Not Rated  
A Polish woman helps a young Jewish girl in 1942.  
*Run time: 87 Minutes*

**Killing Fields, The**  
Warner Bros.  
PN1997.K55 2001 [Check availability](#)  
Rated R  
Film adapted from "The Death and Life of Dith Pran." It is an epic story of friendship and survival.  
*Run time: 141 minutes*

**Killing Kasztner**  
GR Films  
D804.6 .K55 2014 [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
Hero or traitor? Rezso Kasztner, known as the Jewish Schindler, negotiated face to face with Adolf Eichmann, rescuing 1700 Jews on a train to Switzerland, and may have saved tens of thousands more lives.  
*Run time: 124 minutes*

**Korczak**  
Alliance Releasing Home Video  
PN1995.9.H53 K67 1993 [Check availability](#)  
Not Rated  
On August 6, 1942, the S.S. forced Janusz Korczak to gather the two hundred orphans he was tending in the Warsaw Ghetto, leading "his" children to the train that was to take them to Treblinka.  
*Run time: 113 minutes*

**Last Dance**  
First Run Features  
GV1782.L37 2002  
[http://wsuol2.wright.edu/search~S7/?searchtype=X&searcharg=gv1782.l37+2002&searchscope=7&sortdropdown=-&SORT=DZ&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=Xlast+dance](#)
Not Rated
Film documentary on a dance-theater work honoring a haunting Holocaust legacy, featuring a collaboration of the Pilobolus Dance Theatre and Maurice Sendak.

*Run time: 84 minutes*

**Last Days, The**
Universal Studios
D810.32.L37 2003 [Check availability]
Rated: PG-13
Traces the experiences of five Hungarian Holocaust survivors who fell victim to Hitler's brutal war against the Jews, and later returned to their hometowns, ghettos and concentration camps in which they were imprisoned.

*Run time: 87 minutes*

**Last Flight of Petr Ginz, The**
First Run Features
DS135 .C97 G5544 2012 [Check Availability]
Not Rated
By 14, he had written five novels and penned a diary about the Nazi occupation of Prague. By 16, he had produced more than 170 drawings and paintings, edited an underground magazine in the Theresienstadt Ghetto, written numerous short stories and had walked to the gas chamber at Auschwitz.

*Run time: 66 minutes*


**Last of the Unjust, The**
Cohen Media Group
D805.5.T54 L37 2013 [Check availability]
Rated: PG-13
In Rome, Claude Lanzmann filmed a series of interviews with Benjamin Murmelstein, the last President of the Jewish Council in the Theresienstadt ghetto in Czechoslovakia, the only Elder of the Jews not to have been killed during the war. (In French and German w/ English subtitles).

*Run time: 220 minutes*

**Last Refuge: The Story of Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, The**
Ergo Media
DS135.C5 L37 2004 [Check availability]
Not Rated
Like many untold stories in the history of mankind, the story of the Shanghai Jewish Refugees has its unique significance, which, in this film is revealed by the survivors' first-hand accounts, scholarly analysis, and valuable historical stock footage.

*Run time: 55 minutes*
Leon Blum: For All Mankind
First Run Features
DC373 B5 .L46 2010 Check Availability
Not Rated
Documentary about Blum, a Jew who served as prime minister of France, and who was also a prisoner of the Nazis at the Buchenwald Concentration Camp.
Run time: 58 minutes

Lodz Ghetto
Jewish Heritage Project
DS134.62.L64 2009 Check availability
Not Rated
Regarded as the most authentic film about the Jewish life within the Holocaust, this documentary uses the diaries of a single community to reveal the heroic struggle of 250,000 people trapped in the longest surviving Jewish community in Nazi Europe.
Run time: 103 minutes

Lore
Music Box Films
PN1997.2.L67 2013 Check availability
Not Rated
Abandoned by their Nazi parents at the end of World War II, five German siblings, led by fourteen year-old Lore, embark on a harrowing journey across their war-torn country (In German w/ English subtitles).
Run time: 108 minutes

Lost Boys, The
CBS 60 Minutes
E184.S77 L67 2013 Check availability
Not Rated
Three thousand young Sudanese boys, orphaned in the 1980's civil war in their country, ended up in the U.S., in one of the largest resettlement programs ever undertaken by the State Department. In a story that was over a decade in the making, 60 Minutes' Bob Simon follows their fates from uncertain childhood into their adult lives.
Run time: 60 minutes

Making Choices: The Dutch Resistance During World War II
Vision Video
D802.N4 M35 2005 Check availability
Not Rated
This documentary tells the stories of four Dutch citizens, now living in West Michigan, who risked their lives to protect total strangers and the heavy price they paid for resisting Hitler's power.
Run time: 57 minutes

Man in the Glass Booth, The
Kino on Video
PR6069.H39 M36 2003 Check availability
Rated: PG
Millionaire Jewish entrepreneur Arthur Goldman rules a financial empire from his Manhattan penthouse. He is given to passionate and capricious ravings on a variety of subjects. His growing paranoia, dismissed by those close to him, is confirmed when he is kidnapped by Israeli agents and brought to trial in Israel for crimes against humanity.

*Run time: 117 minutes*

**Man Who Captured Eichmann, The**
Warner Bros. Entertainment
PN1997 .M36 2013 Check availability
Not Rated
At a Buenos Aires cafe, a blind man notices a stranger’s cologne. He has smelled that scent only once before, some twenty years earlier when he encountered notorious Nazi Adolf Eichmann.

*Run time: 96 minutes*

**Marathon Man**
Paramount
PN1997.M373 2001 Check Availability
Rated: R
Hoffman plays the likable Columbia graduate student and marathon runner of the title, unwittingly trapped in a terrifying drama revolving around a murderous Nazi fugitive.

*Run time: 125 minutes*

**Master Race (History in Action), The**
Films for the Humanities
DD256.5.M367 1988 Check availability
Not Rated
Shows the purposes and development of the master race concept under the Nazi regime in Germany.

*Run time: 20 minutes*

**Max and Helen**
Turner Home Entertainment
PN1997.M39 1990 Check availability
Not Rated
Max is a Jewish Holocaust survivor who relates his story to Simon, who has tracked down the Nazi commandant in charge of the camp where he and his fiancee Helen were held.

*Run time: 94 minutes*

**Memories of Kristallnacht: More than Broken Glass**
Ergo Media Inc.
DS135.G33 M678 1988 Check Availability
Not Rated
Through archival footage, photographs and firsthand interviews with witnesses, this video forms a sharp portrait of the night the Nazis began their campaign against the Jews.

_Run time: 57 minutes_

**Miracle at Midnight (Classroom Edition)**
Disney Educational Productions
PN1995.9.J46 M57 2004 _Check availability_
Not Rated
Gr. 4-8
When word of the Nazi plot to arrest Denmark's Jews leaks out, Christian families such as the Kosters band together to thwart the impending raid by aiding their Jewish neighbors in hiding.

_New to this edition are_ clips correlated to activities in the on-disk Educator's Guide, a printable Educator's Guide, and a web link to additional resources.

_Run time: 90 minutes_

**Miracle at Moreaux**
Atlantis Films Limited, The Global Television Network and All Things Family
Not Rated
Based on the novel, Twenty and Ten, a nun risks her life to protect 3 Jewish children who are fleeing from Nazi-occupied France.

_Run time: 56 minutes_

**Miss Rose White**
Republic Pictures
PN1997.M5754 1993 _Check availability_
Rated: PG-13
Before Hitler's invasion, Rayzel Weiss flees Poland with her father, but thought she lost her mother and older sister. After changing her name and starting a new life, she receives news that her sister survived and is coming to visit her.

_Run time: 95 minutes_

**Mother Night**
New Line Home Video
PS3572.O5 M6 2000 _Check Availability_
Rated: R
An American playwright living in Germany is persuaded by a mysterious American to become an allied spy within the Nazi Party, with destructive effects for his life.

_Run time: 113 minutes_

**My Fuhrer**
First Run Features
PN1992.77 . M9 2007 _Check Availability_
Not Rated
This is a wildly provocative and laugh-out-loud satire about Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich. (In German
Nazi Hunters: The Real Story
Mill Creek Entertainment
D804.G4 H85 2010 Check availability
Not Rated
This sweeping documentary chronicle covers the decades-long search for Nazi escapees, including Mengele and Eichman, and the some of the hunters themselves, including the Klarsfelds and Wiesenthal.

Run time: 89 minutes
NOTE: "Warning: Contains material suitable for mature audiences only." -- Container

Nazi Officer's Wife, The
Moxie Firecracker Films and Trillion Entertainment for A & E Network
DS135.A93 H34 2003 Check availability
Not Rated
Documentary on the life of Edith Hahn, a Viennese jew who married a Nazi officer and survived the Holocaust under an assumed name.

Run time: 100 minutes

Nazi Secrets: Evil on Trial
Discovery Communications LLC
KZ1176.5.N39 2009 Check availability
Not Rated
Reenactments based on the historical documents of Hermann Goering, Albert Speer, and Rudolf Hess.

Run time: 129 minutes

Nazis: A Warning from History, The
BBC and A & E Network co-production
DD265.5.R383 2005 Check availability
Not Rated
Documents the history of Nazi Germany from Hitler's rising to power to the fall of the Third Reich at the end of World War II.

Run time: 290 minutes (2 disc set)

Night of Broken Glass: The November 1938 Pogroms
First Run Features
DS134.255.N54 2008 Check Availability
DS134.255.N54 2008 c.2
Not Rated
Through rare footage, photographs and documents, this film reveals the background to the anti-Semitic violence perpetrated in the November 1938 destruction of some 400 synagogues and 7,000 Jewish stores and businesses, as well as its effect on thousands of people.

Run time: 50 minutes

Nightline: A Holocaust Survivor Speaks at Columbine High School
Nightline travels to Columbine High School where students learn from a Holocaust survivor, Gerda Weissmann Klein, on how to cope with pain and overcome loss.

*Run time: 21 minutes*

**Not in this Town**
USA Pictures
PN1997.N67 1998 [Check availability](Check availability)
Rated: PG-13
Local Aryan-type thugs attempt to create an atmosphere of fear in a small Montana community by intimidating African-American, Native American, and Jewish residents. Led by a few, the entire community mobilizes to thwart their plans.

*Run time: 90 minutes*

- **Teacher Resource:** [http://www.niot.org/nios](http://www.niot.org/nios)

Website inspired by the PBS film, *Not in Our Town: Light in the Darkness*, includes lesson plans and other educational resources, for all grade levels, against violence and hate crime inside the school.

- **Teacher Resource:** [http://www.pbs.org/niot/get_involved/edu_resources.html](http://www.pbs.org/niot/get_involved/edu_resources.html)

Website for the PBS film, *Not in Our Town: Light in the Darkness*, about a town that comes together to take action against anti-immigrant violence and hate crimes.

**Nuit et brouillard = Night and fog**
Criterion Collection
D805.G3 N84 2003 [Check Availability](Check Availability)
Not Rated
Ten years after the liberation of the Nazi concentration camps, this piece documents the abandoned grounds of Auschwitz and Majdanek. One of the first cinematic reflections on the horrors of the Holocaust and contrasts the stillness of the abandoned camps’ quiet, empty buildings with haunting wartime footage.

*Run time: 31 minutes*

- **Teacher Resource:** [http://interact-simulations.com/pdf/VY100V-DV.pdf](http://interact-simulations.com/pdf/VY100V-DV.pdf)

This link provides preview activities, special terms, and discussion points.

**Nuremberg War Crimes Trial**
Courtroom Television Network
KZ1176.N86 1996 [Check availability](Check availability)
Not Rated
This film presents archival footage of the trial of the Nazi hierarchy in Nuremberg, where the full extent of Nazi horrors was revealed to the world. From the Landmark War Crimes Trials television program series.

*Run time: 48 minutes*

**Odessa File, The**
Columbia Pictures
PN1997.O34 2005  Check Availability
Rated: PG
In 1963, in Hamburg, Germany, a diary falls into the hands of freelance newspaperman Peter Miller. The diary documents the unspeakable crimes perpetrated by SS Captain Eduard Roschmann, commandant of the notorious wartime death camp at Riga, Latvia. Miller's personal manhunt to track down Roschmann leads him into the very heart of ODESSA.

*Run time: 128 minutes*

**Of Pure Blood**
MPI Home Video
D810.C4 O3 1985  Check availability
Not Rated
While casting director Alicia Browning takes leave of her job in NYC to investigate what happened to her son in Germany, her persistence leads to the discovery of some very unsettling and dark personal memories.

*Run time: 100 minutes*

**Olympia**
Pathfinder Home Entertainment
GV722 1936.O4 2006  Check availability
Not Rated
A chronicle of the 1936 Olympic games held in Berlin.

*Run time: 204 minutes (2 disc set)*

**Orchestra of Exiles**
First Run Features/Aronson Films
ML418.H8 O73 2012  Check Availability
Not Rated
This documentary details the work of Bronislaw Huberman, who moved Jewish musicians fired by Hitler to Palestine to form a symphony.

*Run time: 85 minutes*


**Partisans of Vilna: The Untold Story of Jewish Resistance During World War II**
Docurama
Not Rated
Chronicles the endeavors of the Jewish resistance fighters.
*Run time: 130 minutes*

**Pawnbroker, The**
Olive Films
PN1997 .P39 2014 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
Sol Nazerman is a survivor of a WWII Nazi death camp where his wife, parents and children were murdered.
*Run time: 116 minutes*

**A People Uncounted: The Untold Story of the Roma**
First Run Features
DX115.P467 2014 [Check Availability](#)
Not Rated
Journey into the world of the Roma - a people who through the ages have been both romanticized and vilified in popular culture, politics and art, and who have endured centuries of intolerance and persecution.
*Run time: 99 minutes*

**Pianist, The**
Universal
PN1995.9 .H53 P53 2003 [Check availability](#)
Rated R
Based on the true-life story of pianist and composer Wladyslaw Szpilman, whose promising career was interrupted by World War II.
*Run time: 150 minutes*


**Pimpernel Smith**
Timeless Video Inc.
PN1997.P4974 1997 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
Professor Horatio Smith, who while seeming very unassuming, rescues victims of Nazi persecution during World War II.
*Run time: 120 minutes*

**Playing for Time**
Olive Films
PN1995.9.H5 P54 2010 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
A Jewish cabaret singer and a group of other musicians sent to Auschwitz death are spared from death in exchange for performing music for their captors and thousands being sent to the gas chambers.
Run time: 150 minutes

**Promise, The**
Universal Pictures Home Entertainment
PN1997.2.P766 2017 Check Availability
Rated: PG-13
Empires fall, love survives. When Michael, a brilliant medical student, meets Ana, their shared Armenian heritage sparks an attraction that explodes into a romantic rivalry between Michael and Ana's boyfriend Chris, a famous American journalist dedicated to exposing political truth. As the Ottoman Empire crumbles into war torn chaos, their conflicting passions must be deferred while they join forces to get their people to safety and survive themselves.

*Run time: 2 hours 14 minutes*

**Racism Cross Colors**
United Learning Inc.
HT1521.C76 1993 Check availability
Not Rated
Teens discuss their experiences with racism and stereotyping.

*Run time: 14 minutes*

**Reader, The**
Weinstein Company
PN1997.2 .R43 2009 Check Availability
Rated: R
The question of wartime culpability undergirds the May-December romance in postwar Berlin between Hanna, a weary-looking, sexually rapacious streetcar ticket-taker and Michael, a young schoolboy whom she seduces, ravenously and to his great delight. One day, Hanna is gone, with no explanation, and Michael grows into a promising young law student. His class attends a trial, where the new Germany judges the past and, by default, the lovers as well.

*Run time: 124 minutes*

**Resistance: Untold Stories of Jewish Partisans**
PBS Home Video
D810.J4 R47 2008 Check availability
Not Rated
This documentary presents the story of the bravery of Jewish underground fighters and partisans who fought in the forests of Poland, Lithuania, and Belorussia between 1941 and 1945.

*Run time: 60 minutes*

**Rise and Fall of Adolf Hitler, The**
The History Channel
DD247.H5 R57 1995 tape 4 Check availability
Not Rated
German produced documentary which chronicles the background, rise to power, rule, and downfall of Adolf Hitler. Includes glimpses of rare documents and extensive interviews with people who served under him.
Robert Clary A5714: A Memoir of Liberation
National Center for Jewish Film
D804.3.R62 2007 Check Availability
Not Rated
Actor Robert Clary describes his childhood in Paris and discusses his experiences during the Holocaust, from his deportation in Sept. 1942 to his liberation at Buchenwald in Apr. 1945. Several liberators also describe their experiences.
Run time: 57 minutes

Sarah's Key
Hugo Productions
PN1997.2.S27 2011 Check availability
Rated: PG-13
In modern-day Paris, a journalist finds her life becoming entwined with a young girl whose family was torn apart during the notorious Vel d'Hiv Roundup in 1942.
Run time: 111 minutes

- Teacher Resource: http://www.litlovers.com/reading-guides/13-fiction/897-sarahs-key-de-rosnay?start=3

Scarlet and the Black, The
Artisan Home Entertainment
D802.S29 2003 Check availability
Not Rated
Based on the true story of Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty who saved prisoners of war and others from the German forces occupying Rome during World War II.
Run time: 156 minutes

Search for Mengele, The
First Run Features
DD247.M46 S46 2008 Check availability
Not Rated
Chronicles the post-war life of the Nazi concentration camp doctor and his successful escape from prosecution.
Run time: 80 minutes

Shadow on the Cross
Landmark Media
BS2545.J44 S53 1990 Check availability
Not Rated
Shadow on the Cross plots the story of Christian anti-Semitism, the ambivalent role of the Church during the Nazi period and the tentative path towards reconciliation between Jews and Christians in the post war
era.

_Run time: 52 minutes_

**Shoah**
Premier Entertainment
D804.3.S56 2004 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
Epic documentary on the Jewish holocaust, created from the testimony of the survivors, the perpetrators and the bystanders.

_Run time: 566 minutes (4 disc set)_

**Shop on Main Street, The**
Filmove Studio Barrandow and Criterion Collection
PN1995.9.S56 2001 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
A man is appointed as overseer of an old Jewish woman's shop, and tries to hide her when all Jews are ordered deported.

_Run time: 125 minutes_

**Six Short Films by the Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation**
Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation
Not Rated
Documentaries reflecting upon aspects of Jewish partisan life, from daily survival to anti-semitism.

_Run time: 29 minutes_

**Sophie Scholl: The Final Days**
Zeitgeist Films
PN1995.9.F67 S65 2006 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
This film re-creates the last six days of Sophie Scholl's life going from her arrest, interrogation, trial, and sentencing.

_Run time: 117 minutes_

- **Teacher Resource:** [https://julianwhiting.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/english-language-notes.pdf](https://julianwhiting.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/english-language-notes.pdf)

**Sosua: A Haven in the Caribbean**
Ergo Media
F1941.J4 S67 2005 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
Focuses on the Jewish community of Sosúa, in the Dominican Republic, created in 1941 in order to provide a haven for those fleeing Nazi Germany.

_Run time: 27 minutes_

**Stranger, The**
Miracle Pictures
PN1995.9.H53 S757 2002 Check availability (DVD)
Not Rated
An escaped Nazi war criminal assumes a new identity in a small Connecticut town following World War II.
Run time: 95 minutes

Summer of White Roses, That
Video Treasures
PN1997.T42 1991 Check availability
Rated: R
Andrija is a lifeguard at an isolated Yugoslavian resort so untouched by the war that he doesn't understand the dangers of marrying a desperate refugee to hide her from the Nazis.
Run time: 98 minutes

Sunshine
Alliance Films
PN1997.S8664 2001 Check availability
Rated: R
Sunshine traces the saga of a Hungarian Jewish family in Budapest against the backdrop of three calamitous political regimes stretching from the late 19th Century through 1960.
Run time: 3 hours

Survivors of the Holocaust
Turner Home Entertainment
D804.3.S87 1995 Check availability
Not Rated
Weaves together archival footage with Holocaust survivors' personal testimonies and photographs.
Run time: 70 minutes

• Teacher Resource:

Survivors of the Holocaust Study Guide.pdf

  • Details
  • Download
  • 268 KB

Links to a downloadable Teacher's Guide for the film.

Suskind
Golden Century Films
The German-Jewish businessman Walter Suskind, was appointed in 1942 as manager of the Dutch Theater in Amsterdam, decided to play a dangerous double play to save Jewish children from death. (In Dutch w/ English subtitles).
*Run time: 120 minutes*

**Swing Kids**
Hollywood Pictures and Touchwood Pacific Partners
PN1997.S9665 2002 [Check availability](#)
Rated: PG-13
Two swing-music loving friends in Nazi Germany must choose between their individual freedom or loyalty to the murderous Third Reich.
*Run time: 114 minutes*

**There Once was a Town: A Remarkable Journey of Hope and Survival**
Home Vision Select
DS135.L52 E358 2000 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
Edward Asner narrates this chronicle of the journey of four survivors and their families as they return home to Eishyshok, Poland (now Lithuania).
*Run time: 90 minutes*

**They Risked Their Lives: Rescuers of the Holocaust**
Ergo Media
D804.6.T54 1992 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
Selected interviews of Holocaust rescuers in 12 countries which show a variety of people and their reasons for helping the Jews escape.
*Run time: 54 minutes*

**To Be or Not To Be**
Janus Films
PN1997.T6 2013 [Check Availability](#)
Not Rated
The world is on the brink of war but the show must go on. So Joseph Tura, the Polish actor who put the ham in Hamlet, stares beyond the footlights and says, "To be or not to be."
*Run time: 99 minutes*

**To Know Where They Are**
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
DS135.P6 T6 1989 [Check availability](#)
Not Rated
A young Jewish woman goes to Poland with her father to search for information about relatives lost in the Holocaust.
*Run time: 28 minutes*
Top Secret Trial of the Third Reich, The
First Run Features
Not Rated
This documentary features secret footage of the trial of the men who conspired to assassinate the Fuhrer in 1944.

Run time: 76 minutes

Train of Life
Paramount Pictures
PN1997.T7346 2012 Check availability
Rated: R
The year is 1941, and a tiny Jewish community in France is faced with some shocking news: the Nazis are coming. But Shlomo, the not-so-foolish village idiot, has a plan--before the Germans can dispatch them to camps, the townspeople will "deport" themselves, to freedom (In French w/ English subtitles).

Run time: 103 minutes

Two of Us, The
Janus Films
PN1995.9.H53 T86 2007 Check availability
Not Rated
Claude is a Jew. Because of the risks of an arrest (France is occupied by the Nazis), his parents send him to stay with an elderly couple in the country. Pepe, the husband, is a Petain supporter and an anti-semitic, but he does not know about Claude's religion. The film is the story of their mutual growing affection (In French w/ English subtitles).

Run time: 87 minutes

Under the Domim Tree
SISU Home Entertainment Inc.
Not Rated
Teenager Aviya is placed in the Hadasim boarding school, where she befriends both Israeli-born students and students who survived the Holocaust.

Run time: 102 minutes

Unknown Soldier, The
First Run Features
D804.G4 U55 2008 Check Availability
Not Rated
This is a documentary about Germany's controversial Wehrmacht Exhibition, which for the first time ever revealed the personal letters, photographs, and film footage implicating the common foot soldier with horrific acts during World War II.

Run time: 97 minutes
Visions of War (volume 2): Hitler in His Own Words Plus Artillery-God of War
Alba Communications Productions
D743.22 V37 2002 v.2 Check availability
Not Rated
Using unique archival film and interviews with many of the last people to see Hitler alive, this program chronicles the life of the Fuhrer, from his beginnings as an adolescent drifter to his 1945 suicide in the Berlin bunker.
Run time: 180 minutes

Voices from the Attic
Direct Cinema Limited
D811.5 V65 2006 Check availability
Not Rated
Follows filmmaker Debbie Goodstein and some of her relatives to the attic in Poland where sixteen members of her family hid during the Second World War.
Run time: 59 minutes

Warsaw Ghetto, The
Quality Information Pictures
DS134.64.W295 2006 Check Availability
Graffic Images
Historical film footage without narration, showing scenes in the Warsaw Ghetto and the disposal of bodies in mass graves.
Run time: 33 minutes 43 seconds

Wave, The
BNPublishing
HM271.W38 2008 Check availability
Not Rated
Tells the story of a high school history class experiment that frighteningly demonstrated the power of fascism
Run time: 44 minutes

We Were So Beloved: The German Jews of Washington Heights
First Run Features
F128.9.J5 W4 2000 Check Availability
Not rated
Gripping personal testimony helps viewers examine the complex emotional and philosophical implications of the survival of the Jews in Washington Heights.
Run time: 145 minutes

Weapons of the Spirit
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
D804.6.W42 1989 Check availability
Not Rated
The story of a village in France, Le Chambon-sur-Lignon, that took in and sheltered 5000 Jews from the
Nazis.

Run time: 35 minutes

**Weapons of the Spirit**
Chambon Foundation
D809.F7 W43 2007 Check availability
Not Rated
The story of a village in France, Le Chambon-sur-Lignon, that took in and sheltered 5000 Jews from the Nazis.

*Run time: 90 minutes (full version) or 35 minutes (short version)*

**White Rose, The**
Michael Verhoeven
IN PROCESS Check availability
Not Rated
The story of a secret society of students and their professor who printed and distributed anti-Nazi leaflets to urge German citizens to sabotage the war efforts.

*Run time: 120 minutes*

**Who Shall Live and Who Shall Die?**
Kino International
D804.3.W46 2007 Check availability
Not Rated
Tells the story of the American response to the holocaust. Includes interviews with government officials, Jewish leaders, and concentration-camp survivors, combined with newsreel footage.

*Run time: 85 minutes*

**Witness: Voices from the Holocaust**
Stories to Remember
D810.J4 W568 1999 Check availability
Not Rated
"Testimonies and rare archival footage reveal the Nazi era through the memories of those who were there: a Hitler Youth, a Jesuit priest, resistance fighters, death camp survivors, American POWs, liberators"--Container.

*Run time: 90 minutes*

**Wonderful, Horrible Life of Leni Riefenstahl, The**
Kino Video
Not Rated
Interviews with Leni Riefenstahl, flashbacks, and modern film sequences tell the story of the most famous woman film director of all time.

*Run time: 188 minutes*

**World at War: The Definitive History of the Second World War, The**
Thames Television
D743.23.W64 2001 Check availability
Not Rated
A historical collection in words and film of World War II.
*Run time: 10 hours (5 disc set)*

**Worse Than War: Genocide, Eliminationism, and the Ongoing Assault on Humanity**
PBS Home Video
HV6322.7.W67 2010 Check availability
Not Rated
Follows author Daniel Jonah Goldhagen's travels and offers insights into genocide's dimensions, causes, and patterns and the role it plays in politics and human affairs.
*Run time: 120 minutes*

  This PDF study guide is available for free as a download.

**Your Unknown Brother**
ICESTORM Entertainment
PN1997.2 .Y687 2005 Check Availability
Not Rated
This is a story about a pre-WWII political prisoner who returns home for the "quiet life" only to find himself become active in the resistance, then suspects he has been betrayed by his friend.
*Run time: 103 minutes*

**Streaming Films**
IWitness (USC-Shoah Foundation) [http://iwitness.usc.edu/SFI/](http://iwitness.usc.edu/SFI/)
Not Rated
These are testimonies of witnesses and survivors to genocides.
*Run time: vary*

Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation
Not Rated
These videos discuss different features of the Jewish Partisans during the Holocaust.
*Run time: vary*

Les Camps de la Mort (Death Camps) [http://www.ina.fr/video/AFE00000275](http://www.ina.fr/video/AFE00000275)
Actualites Francaises
(10 June 1945)
Not Rated
Numerous accounts filmed by French and Allied war correspondents, of 8 concentration camps in Germany after liberation by American and British armies in March and April 1945. Included is footage from Colditz, Langenstein, Ohrdruf, Dachau, Buchenwald, Tekhla (Gardelegen), Belsen and Mittelgladbach. A detailed description of the infrastructure and operation of the death camps, mass graves and starving survivors testifies to the atrocity and extent of crimes committed by the Nazis. This production is in French.

*Run time: 18:33*


Not Rated

These various video tools are to educate the educator about the Holocaust and are divided into four main sections:

- Fundamentals
- Witness Testimony
- Online Resources and Published materials

*Run time: vary*